
Jones Engine Overview!



The Jones Engine is a revolutionary new internal 
combustion power source for the trucking, marine, 
military vehicles, and stationary power industries, 
where continuous high torque is critical for efficient 
operation.!

  It produces 2x the torque with 20% better fuel efficiency, 
at half the weight and size of a conventional engine."

  It will be much simpler to manufacture, and be much 
more durable."

  Our concept is patented in the USA and in 7 
industrialized countries."



There are other alternative engine ideas competing for 
attention and investment."

You will have a number of obvious, even if unspoken, 
questions for any new engine concept that claims our kind 
of performance. Here are the answers...!



Why does the world need another gas engine?!

  Internal combustion (IC) engines will continue to be the 
engine of choice for the foreseeable future. Alternative 
fuels and electric power will grow, but will require 
enormous investment, changes in manufacturing, and 
equally large investments in transforming the refueling 
infrastructure across the country."

  Current state of IC engineering is focused on automotive 
applications and their growing regulatory requirements, 
and does not meet the needs of other industries."



What needs does this engine meet?!

  Today, any application that requires continuous high 
torque to move heavy or sustained loads, need very 
large and inefficient conventional gas or diesel engines."

  Marine engines, stationary power or pump engines, 
heavy trucking, and military heavy load or armored 
vehicle uses, will all benefit from the sustained high 
torque, light weight and small size of the Jones Engine."



How does it work?!

  The best description is illustrated in the accompanying 
animations. The detailed engineering description and 
CAD data will explain the technical framework, and are 
included in the accompanying Technical Section."





Is the engine concept protected by patents?!

  Yes, the concept is patented in the USA, Brazil, Canada, 
China, Japan, Korea, Mexico and Russia. "



What are the benefits for users?!

  Based on simulation of a 1.2 liter gasoline engine "
§  194 ft-lbs torque and 20 hp @ 500 rpm  economy 3 gal/hr"
§  250 ft-lbs torque and 62 hp @ 1300 rpm economy 7 gal/hr"
§  300 ft-lbs torque and 114 hp @ 2000 rpm  economy 12 gal/hr"
§  Electro-Magnetics power generation and scavenging to increase 

overall efficiency by additional 10% to 45%"



What are the benefits for users? (continued)!

  Move 2 times larger payload than conventional engine of 
same displacement with no increase in fuel 
consumption."

  Significantly smaller engine package will fit in smaller 
engine bays."

  Much simpler to manufacture."
  Lower cost to buy, run, and maintain ."



Is this concept commercially feasible? !

  Yes, there are enough industries that can benefit 
immediately from this technology to make the Jones 
Engine viable."

  This engine can be built with current manufacturing 
technology and common materials. No large 
infrastructure or manufacturing investment is needed."



What are the markets for this engine?!

  US Marine engine market is approx. $6 billion at 
130,000 units per yr. "

  US Diesel market is approx. $16 billion per yr."
  Other markets include reciprocating aircraft engines, 

stationary generators and heavy pump engines "



Where are you now in the development process?!

  Completed to date:"
§  Detailed project plan to manage human resources, tasks 

deadlines and materials"
§  Concept and Design FMEA (Failure Mode Effect Analysis) "
§  Preliminary CAD design of engine mechanical components"
§  Preliminary FEA (Finite Element Analysis) of critical components "
§  Preliminary CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) analysis of 

critical flow paths"



Where are you now in the development process? 
(continued)!

  Engine Controls Modeling and Verification of Functional 
Physics.  Engine has been modeled in simulation both 
statically and dynamically. The Engine Concept is valid 
and self supporting."



What are the next steps in development?!

  The Electro-Magnetic portion of the design will need to 
be final engineered to create a consistent field for the 
rotors.   "

  Electro-magnetic controls and IC engine management 
will be integrated from preliminary modeling work "

  Prototype build phase; a fully functional engine can be 
delivered within two years."



What are the next steps required to bring this concept 
to market? 

  Secure adequate investment to complete the 
engineering and to build the prototype engine."

  Finalize the engineering work"
  Build the prototype"
  Finalize the business and marketing plans"
  Secure appropriate engineering, manufacturing and 

investment partners"



This section contains technical information and 
engineering and CAD data supporting the Jones 
Engine.!

  It is at a conceptual overview level with non-security 
information for a general audience."

  More detailed information can be made available to 
interested groups or individuals with the implementation 
of a non-disclosure agreement."



The current 4 cycle Otto based engine has undergone 
refinement for over 130 years.!

  Further development of this old design is akin to putting 
a new saddle on an old horse.  It’s simply not going to 
do much more."

  This is not to say that enhancements such as fuel 
injection, 4 valves per cylinder, turbo-charging, etc 
haven’t bettered the concept.  The point is that the 
efficiency of this engine concept has reached a plateau. "

  Further efficiency gains beyond this point will be very 
limited."



Torque is force (F) at a distance (r).!
         Torque = r x F !
! !units are m*N!

  This distance (r) is referred to as 
the lever arm."

  The higher the force (F) the higher 
the torque."

  The longer the lever arm (r) the 
higher the torque." L = the angular momentum 



  Work = Force * Distance (units N*m)"
  Power = Work / time (units  N*m/sec = W)"
  Work and Torque can be used interchangeably."
  One revolution = 2¶ radians"
  One minute = 60 seconds"
  RPM = 2¶/(60 seconds) = 0.1047/sec"
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Power = Torque / time =!
           = Torque * Engine Speed!

Think of it this way:!
  Torque determines how much can be moved"
  Power determines how fast it can be moved"

Torque is what pushes that fully loaded truck!"



The Traditional internal combustion 
engine ties the piston to a crankshaft 
through a connecting rod.  This 
relationship determines the 
compression ratio.!

  It also determines the effective lever-
arm.  That lever-arm length varies with 
crankshaft angle."

  The peak combustion pressures of this 
traditional design act upon the shortest 
lever-arm and therefore minimize torque 
output."



The Maximum lever-arm on a standard engine is ½ the 
stroke-length.  A 2” stroke will have a 1” lever arm on 
the crankshaft.!

  Because this lever-arm rotates with the crankshaft the 
effective length varies from 0 up to that maximum lever-
arm length."

  At peak pressure from the combustion the effective lever 
arm is at its minimum.  By the time the lever-arm is at its 
peak the cylinder pressures are a fraction of what they 
were shortly after ignition. "



The Jones Engine concept embodies nearly a century 
of Otto Cycle internal combustion technology into a 
unique new design that dramatically increases the 
torque output and efficiency of the engine.!

  This new design allows for a near lossless energy 
transfer:  Combustion Cycle to Combustion Cycle."

  Its operation always places maximum available torque 
on the crankshaft. "



In a standard four cylinder (4-stroke) engine there is 
one power stroke for one complete revolution of the 
crankshaft.!

 In the Jones engine there is 5 or 6 power strokes per 
revolution using a four cylinder design (4-stroke)."

 The piston speeds in the Jones Engine are slower which 
means a more complete fuel burn.  For a given power 
output this alone will improve efficiency."



  What would happen if the forces of combustion always 
acted at a perpendicular to the crankshaft?"

  What would happen if the unused mechanical energy 
from the previous power stroke was used to directly 
power the next combustion cycle?"

  What would happen if the maximum compression was not 
limited to mechanical linkage?"

  The Jones Engine Answers these Questions. !



The Jones Engine concept embodies an unequaled 
configuration of a compact, rotary design of a hybrid 
electric-reciprocating engine.!

  The Jones Engine design concept is flexible enough to 
be tailored to gasoline spark or diesel compression 
ignition systems. Spark ignition designs can be either in 
a two or four stroke configuration."



  While the Wankel has a few advantages 
such as being compact and not having 
reciprocating masses, it’s terribly inefficient 
and difficult to manufacture.  It also has high 
emissions."

  Most (if not all) rotary designs suffer from 
sealing issues.  The seals must allow for 
rotation but hold in combustion pressures."

The Jones Engine is NOT a new version of a 
Wankel.  It is NOT a Rotary Vane Type engine.!



  Applies forces from the power stroke at a direct 
perpendicular to the crankshaft."

  Has a longer effective lever-arm than any comparable 
displacement engine and will produce much higher 
torques with comparable horsepower."

  Has a smaller overall package size compared to a 
similar displacement conventional engine. "

  Allows for Dynamic Compression rather than Fixed 
Compression.  This means compression ignition can be 
used for heavier fuels.   "
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Ideal Constant Volume 
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There are Two Rotors, Four Pistons and Four Cylinders.!
There are two Sprague clutches to keep everything moving in one direction.!



  The Pistons, Cylinders and Valves rotate about a central 
axis Vs. Conventional Engines have fixed cylinder and 
valve locations."

  The Jones Engine has Two Rotors which each have two 
pistons and two cylinders."

  The Pistons from Rotor A interface into the Cylinders of 
Rotor B and vice versa."

  Conventional engines have pistons tied to a crankshaft.  
There is no interlinking of the pistons and cylinders 
beyond this."
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  The basic foundation of this engine is a 4 cylinder 
engine with two apposing rotors."

  It will be possible to stage multiple rotor systems along a 
common driveshaft."

  This means that it is possible to have 4, 8, 12 … 20 
cylinder engines by putting them together."

  It’s a little more complicated than putting them together 
like Lego’s but that is the concept."



We have validated this concept with multiple tools.!
§  Hand Calculations and Static Analysis using MS Excel."
▪  This is used to determine if the physics will work and investigate initial 

problem areas with the concept."
§  CFMEA  (Concept Failure Mode Effect and Analysis)"
▪  This is a non-analytical method to evaluate new concepts which can 

find problems in general."
§  Full Model Based Design Simulation  (Dynamic Analysis)"
▪  Model based engineering is a modern technique used to model and 

simulate complicated systems. "
▪  It allows for the creation of a control system and a plant model with 

physics down to the flame front travel speeds."
▪  This allows all of the physics to be modeled in a continuous analysis.  

We used this modeling technique to determine if the principals of 
dynamic compression were valid.  They are! "



  Once the concept is verified it is time to create CAD 
(Computer Aided Drawing) models of the components 
and assemblies."

  These components are Tested / Simulated / Validated in 
the design stage prior to prototyping and manufacturing."

  Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used to determine 
component structural integrity."

  Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is used to model 
the gas flow from intake to exhaust."



SI = Severity Index,  Severity x Occurrence 



Simulating the component loadings and dynamics allows us to find problems early in the 
design stage so that when the real parts are made they will work without fail.  FEA is an 
integral part of refining a concept into a functional and robust system.  Problems are found 
and fixed before expensive prototypes self destruct."

Iso-Surfaces Show 
areas where stress 
levels exceed the 
material limits!



CFD is a visualization tool.  It provides qualitative and quantitative evaluation of a 
design.  CFD can reveal problems with flow patterns which could not even be captured 
in physical testing.  Below is a problem which was identified in an earlier design."



Proper air-fuel mixing in the cylinder is important to an efficient combustion.  Properly designing 
the valves to smooth the gas flow into and out of the cylinder is crucial to an efficient engine.  We 
are using these tools to optimize the design before physical prototypes are created. "
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  There are 5 Power Strokes per revolution with the 
current design."

§  6 Power Strokes per revolution are possible and can be 
packaged."



Assumptions must be made for 
average expected cylinder 
pressures.  This is a static 
analysis and the dynamics of the 
rotor inertias are not fully 
captured by such an analysis. 

Our Initial calculations show that the Jones Engine concept is valid.!



The Entire Engine is 
Mathematically Modeled!

Each Individual Cylinder Piston 
Assembly is Modeled!



Intake"

Ignition"

Power"

Exhaust"

Compression"



It gives insight into the system performance before the first part is made. 

The cylinder pressures during intake, compression, ignition, power and exhaust 

strokes are modeled based on the physics. 
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The torque on one rotor 
causes an equal and 
opposite torque to be 
applied to the other rotor."



Rotor A 

Rotor B 

§   It is important to note that there 
are no collisions between rotors."

§   As one rotor is accelerated the 
other is decelerated until stopped."

§   The previous rotors movement 
causes a compression in the next 
rotors cylinder."
§   It is this compression which 
stops the previously moving rotor 
and accelerates the next."



In comparison: Jones RH vs. Conventional engine (Displacement (~1.2 liter))"

Jones RH engine 1200 rpm  Conventional engine 5000 rpm"
Horsepower: Jones RH ~ 55 hp,  Conventional ~ 100 hp"
Torque:  Jones RH ~ 241 ft*lbs, Conventional ~ 95 ft*lbs)"

The different curves detail 
the Jones Engine and a 
similar displacement (1.2 
liter) conventional 4 cylinder 
engine."

The Jones Engine needs 
only to run at 1/5 the rpm 
to have the same number 
of power strokes of a 
conventional 4 cylinder 
engine.!

Jones Engine Torque 

Jones Engine Horsepower 



The Torque Roll-Off in standard engines is due to a 
fixed compression ratio.  There is only so much air 
and fuel that the cylinder can hold.  The piston can 
only squeeze the air-fuel mixture a set amount 
because of the fixed compression ratio.!

  The Peak Pressures, Mean Effective Pressures (MEP) 
and therefore power is limited by the compression ratio 
and the amount of fuel which can be loaded and burnt in 
the cylinder.  Seems quite obvious.!

  In a standard engine, the energy not expended turning 
the crankshaft is simply blown out the exhaust and 
wasted as heat. !



In a standard engine, the piston is moving in the 
cylinder because of momentum and energy stored in 
the flywheel (from the previous combustion).!

  The energy to compress the gas is stolen from the 
inertia of the crankshaft and flywheel and then released 
in the next combustion."

  This creates a net zero gain.  It does not take the 
unused combustion energy to perform this.  It must steal 
stored energy and then give it back."



The Jones RH engine is essentially a set of rotors which 
are coupled through gas springs.!

§ The residual energy of the previous 
power stroke (the energy not used 
to power the crankshaft) is used to 
compress the gas in the next 
cylinder."

§ This is Independent of the 
Crankshaft speed or Flywheel."



  The added squeeze raises the Peak Cylinder Pressures 
and also raises the Mean Effective Pressures (MEP) and 
does so for free."

  The higher the MEP, the higher the power output of the 
engine.  This is where the high efficiency of the engine is 
created!"



  The compression ratio is dynamic.  It can squeeze the 
air-fuel mixture as much as needed.  The simulations 
show that this is entirely valid."

  If the compression ratio in the Jones Engine was 
constant, a torque roll off would occur because the 
maximum cylinder pressures would be limited and the 
performance and efficiency would be more comparable 
to a standard engine."

  Dynamic Compression is the secret to ultra-high efficient 
engine operation! "



  The Jones Engine can have very high compression ratios 
and all of that energy from the previous combustion which 
goes into compressing the next cylinder is stored and then 
near perfectly re-released over the next power-stoke.  
This is the gas spring concept!!

  The power limitation of the Jones Engine is cylinder filling, 
flame speed and materials limited.  High pressures can 
create high component loadings and temperatures."

  Our model based design simulation system is allowing us 
to optimize the machine for maximum power while 
minimizing component concerns."



Standard Engine (1.2 l)! Jones Engine (1.2 l)!
Power: 100 hp @ 5000 rpm" Power:  55hp @ 1200 rpm "
Torque: 95 ft-lbs" Torque: 241 ft-lbs"
Compression: Fixed" Compression: Dynamic"
Efficiency: ~ 25%" Efficiency: ~ 35%"

It’s the torque that moves the object. The Jones Engine is ideal for steady high 
load such as trucks, boats and airplanes.!
§ An important note; figures below represent roughly the same amount of power strokes 
over time as the standard engine."
§ The maximum Torque and Power output of the Jones Engine far exceeds the standard 
engine."


